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Ta oxide (TaOx) is investigated as a resistive buffer layer for the growth of high-quality Co/Pt

multilayers with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA). The Pt/(Co/Pt)3 films grown on TaOx

buffer layers exhibit stronger PMA than those grown on Pt buffer layers, and are of comparable

quality to films grown on metallic Ta. The optimized multilayers with TaOx buffer layers remain

out-of-plane magnetized for Co layer thicknesses up to 10 Å without introducing a metallic

current-shunting path, making these films attractive for spintronic devices using spin-polarized

current. VC 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3622613]

I. INTRODUCTION

A variety of proposed spintronic memory and logic

devices1 rely on electrical manipulation of the magnetization

via spin-transfer torques.2 Out-of-plane magnetized thin

films have several key advantages over in-plane magnetized

films for such device applications, including higher thermal

stability,3–5 lower threshold currents for spin-transfer switch-

ing3,4 and current-induced domain wall motion.5–8 Maintain-

ing out-of-plane magnetization in the remanent state requires

perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) strong enough to

overcome shape anisotropy and the consequent demagnetiz-

ing field. Strong PMA can be engineered in ultrathin multi-

layer (ML) films such as Co/Pt and Co/Pd stacks, with the

Co layer thickness typically limited to a range of �3–7 Å.

The PMA in such MLs is usually attributed to asymmetries

in interfacial bonding, crystallographic orientation, and/or

magnetoelastic strain.9,10

Recently, Co/Pt trilayers and MLs have been of particu-

lar interest as platforms for spin valves3,4,11 and studies of

current-driven domain wall dynamics.12–16 However, current

shunting by Pt and scattering at the Co/Pt interfaces decrease

the spin polarization in Co/Pt-based devices,12 thus reducing

the giant magnetoresistance ratio3,11 and the efficiency of

spin transfer torque.12–14 Moreover, high-quality Co/Pt ML

growth usually requires one or more buffer layers to estab-

lish (111) crystallographic texture, which tends to enhance

the PMA.17,18 These buffer layers are relatively thick

(�20–200 Å) metallic underlayers such as Pt (Refs. 3, 4, and

11–18) and Ta (Refs. 3, 4, 14, 15, and 18) that aggravate the

current-shunting problem.

To improve the performance of spintronic devices based

on Co/Pt MLs, a larger fraction of current must be directed

into the magnetic Co layers. Therefore, it is desirable to

maximize the thickness of the Co layers wherein out-of-

plane magnetization can be maintained, while minimizing

current shunting by the buffer layers that promote film

quality and strong PMA. Although insulating underlayers

have been utilized for in-plane magnetized spin valves,19

there have been no reports on the use of insulating buffer

layers for out-of-plane magnetized Co/Pt MLs suitable for

current-operated device applications. Here we investigate

high-resistivity Ta oxide (TaOx) as an alternative to more

common metal buffer layers for establishing high-quality

out-of-plane magnetized Co/Pt MLs.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The Co/Pt ML films were deposited on Si(100) sub-

strates with a native SiO2 overlayer by DC magnetron sput-

tering at a background pressure of � 8–10� 10�8 Torr. The

substrates were mounted on the perimeter of a rotating plane-

tary table, sequentially passing over each shutter-controlled

sputtering source with a period of 1.7 s. The configuration of

the MLs from the substrate side was buffer/Pt(15)/[Co(tCo)/

Pt(10)]2/Co(tCo)/Pt(15), where the numbers in parentheses

indicate the layer thickness in Å. A series of Co/Pt MLs with

a Co layer thickness, tCo, ranging from 6 to 12 Å was depos-

ited on each of three buffer layers: Pt(120), Ta(30), and

TaOx(30). The sputtering parameters for each material are

listed in Table I. The TaOx buffer layers were deposited by

reactive sputtering from a metallic Ta target with an O2 par-

tial pressure of �6� 10�5 Torr. After each TaOx deposition,

reactive gas flow was terminated, followed by a pause of

several minutes to allow the O2 partial pressure to return to

its background level before depositing subsequent layers.

The resistivity of the TaOx film, measured using a standard

four-point technique, was �2:0� 10�4 Xm, which is about 2

orders magnitude greater than that of the Ta metal film at

�2:5� 10�6 Xm.

Magnetic characteristics were obtained from hysteresis

loops measured perpendicular and parallel to the film plane

using the magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) in the polar

and longitudinal configuration, respectively. The field sweep

rate was 0.2 Hz.20 X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used toa)Electronic mail: satorue@mit.edu.
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correlate the crystallographic structure and film texture with

the magnetic properties.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the in-plane and out-of-plane hysteresis

loops for MLs with tCo¼ 6 Å deposited on each of the three

buffer layers. All films exhibit square out-of-plane loops

with a remanence ratio of Mr=Ms � 1, indicating dominant

net PMA. The MLs deposited on the Ta metal and TaOx

buffer layers have nearly identical hysteresis loops, with a

coercivity of �150 Oe and a hard-axis (in-plane) saturation

field of �4000 Oe. The ML with a Pt buffer layer has a

much larger coercivity (�350 Oe), suggesting higher film

quality with suppressed domain nucleation. However, the in-

plane saturation field is actually slightly lower (�3200 Oe)

for this sample, implying a weaker PMA.

To compare the influence of these buffer layers in detail,

we have measured in-plane and out-of-plane hysteresis loops

over a range of tCo spanning the transition from perpendicular

to in-plane anisotropy. A subset of these loops is shown in

Fig. 2. The MLs grown on a Pt buffer layer maintain full out-

of-plane remanent magnetization up to tCo¼ 6 Å, but at

tCo¼ 7 Å, the out-of-plane loop is sheared, and for tCo > 7 Å,

the MLs exhibit clear in-plane anisotropy. By contrast, MLs

with Ta metal or TaOx buffer layers remain completely out-

of-plane magnetized at remanence up to tCo¼ 10 Å.

Compared to Pt underlayers, both metallic Ta and resistive

TaOx buffer layers increase the upper limit of tCo by more

than 50% for these Co/Pt MLs to exhibit out-of-plane

magnetization.

The perpendicular anisotropy field, HK , estimated from

the hard-axis saturation field [in-plane loop for Hk > 0 and

out-of-plane loop for Hk < 0 (see Ref. 21)], is plotted versus

tCo in Fig. 3(a). These data indicate that Ta metal and TaOx

buffer layers produce MLs with nearly identical PMA, which

is uniformly stronger than for MLs grown on Pt alone over

this range of tCo. The effective PMA energy density is

defined as Keff ¼HKMS/2, where MS is the saturation mag-

netization normalized by the Co volume. Here, the MS was

independently measured using a vibrating sample magne-

tometer (VSM). The results in Fig. 3(b) show that MS in

these Co/Pt MLs is significantly greater than the value meas-

ured for 41-nm-thick Co films at 1360 6 30 emu/cm3. This

enhancement of the magnetization in the Co/Pt MLs, which

was also observed by Lin et al.,17 is likely due to the polar-

ization of Pt at the Co/Pt interface. The magnitude of the MS

enhancement and the weak 1=tCo dependence measured here

agrees well with the results in Ref. 17, and suggests high-

quality Co/Pt interfaces in these films.

In Fig. 3(c), we plot the product of tCo and Keff , using

the mean saturation magnetization, Ms¼ 1670 6 70 emu/

cm3 from the VSM data. This quantity, Keff tCo, may be inter-

preted in terms of phenomenological surface (KS) and vol-

ume (KV) contributions to the total PMA energy density,

Keff tCo ¼ 2KS þ KVtCo: (1)

For the MLs on Pt, and for those on Ta and TaOx with tCo

� 10 Å, the data follow a straight line with a slope consistent

with a volume contribution dominated by the out-of-plane

shape anisotropy energy, KV � �2pM2
s ¼ �1:75� 107

erg/cm3. By contrast, the data for the TaOx and Ta buffer

samples at tCo � 10 Å show a much weaker slope with tCo,

suggesting an additional positive volume-like contribution to

Keff that acts in a manner counter to the shape anisotropy.

This additional KV contribution is responsible for extending

the range of tCo over which net PMA is observed.

Figure 4 shows XRD spectra that give insight into the

structural role of the buffer layers in enhancing PMA. The

Co/Pt MLs with tCo¼ 7 Å, grown on both Ta and TaOx

buffer layers, show coherent Co/Pt (111) texture with a sin-

gle (111) peak located between the bulk Co and Pt (111)

peak positions, along with a weak superlattice side peak

structure. The Ta-based buffer layers allow for smooth layer-

by-layer (Frank–van der Merwe) growth of Pt and Co layers,

which predominantly develop the thermodynamically favor-

able (111) orientation.6 The same ML grown on the thick Pt

buffer layer, however, shows only a single broad peak near

the Pt(111) bulk peak position, with a smaller peak area de-

spite the much greater total Pt thickness in this film. The
FIG. 1. (Color online) MOKE hysteresis loops of Co/Pt MLs with tCo¼ 6

Å, obtained with (a) out-of-plane, and (b) in-plane magnetic fields.

TABLE I. Sputtering parameters.

TaOx Ta Pt Co

Deposition rate (Å/s) 0.65 0.43 0.27 0.18

Sputtering pressure (mTorr Ar) 2.0 2.0 3.0 3.0
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Coherent (111) texture in Co/Pt MLs is well known to be

associated with strong PMA,17,18 through an increase in

the magnetocrystalline anisotropy, KMC, that may be ori-

ented along the film normal and a magnetoelastic strain

contribution, KME, that is due to the coherent growth of

the lattice-mismatched Co and Pt layers.9,10 The combina-

tion of enhanced magnetocrystalline (KMC > 0) and mag-

netoelastic (KME > 0) contributions thus offsets the shape

anisotropy,

KV ¼ �2pM2
S þ KMC þ KME: (2)

From Fig. 4, Pt grown directly on the Si/SiO2 surface does

not develop significant (111) texture, but both Ta metal and

TaOx are equally effective in promoting (111) texture in a

Pt overlayer. The additional magnetocrystalline and strain

contributions to PMA permit the Co/Pt MLs on the TaOx

and Ta buffer layers to maintain out-of-plane remanent

magnetization up to a larger tCo of 10 Å. Beyond this layer

thickness, the coherent layer growth and strain can no lon-

ger be accommodated, and strain relaxation is expected.9,10

We speculate that for tCo > 10 Å, the strain is relieved and

the KME contribution to PMA is diminished, so KV reflects

only the shape anisotropy and remaining small KMC

component.

The preceding results show that a high-resistivity TaOx

buffer layer is as effective as the commonly-used Ta metal

buffer layers, and more effective than Pt alone, in promoting

Co/Pt(111) texture and strong PMA. Having established

TaOx as a viable alternative to metal buffer layers for Co/Pt

growth, we determined the optimal TaOx thickness for maxi-

mizing PMA. Hysteresis loops of Co/Pt MLs with tCo¼ 9 Å

and different TaOx buffer thicknesses (tTaOx) were measured,

and the estimated hard-axis anisotropy field Hk (� effective

PMA energy density Keff ) is plotted against tTaOx in Fig. 5.

The PMA shows a maximum near tTaOx � 50 Å. A thinner

TaOx buffer layer (tTaOx < 30 Å) may not be continuous, so

FIG. 2. (Color online) MOKE hysteresis

loops of Co/Pt MLs with tCo ¼ 7, 9, and

11 Å, obtained with (a), (c), (e) out-of-

plane, and (b), (d), (f) in-plane magnetic

fields.
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the Co/Pt ML grown on top of it may be of poor quality and

have weaker PMA. On the contrary, if TaOx is too thick

(tTaOx > 50 Å), the increased roughness may contribute to a

reduction in structural quality and PMA.

IV. SUMMARY

We have characterized the viability of TaOx as a buffer

layer for producing high-quality Co/Pt MLs with enhanced

PMA. The MLs sputtered on TaOx buffer layers exhibit

PMA comparable to MLs on metallic Ta buffer layers, and

superior to MLs on Pt buffer layers. In particular, TaOx

buffer layers allow Co/Pt to maintain remanent out-of-plane

magnetization up to tCo¼ 10 Å, which is a significant

increase compared to the upper limit of tCo¼ 6 Å attained

with Pt buffer layers. The enhancement of PMA by using

TaOx buffer layers is attributed to smooth layer growth with

pronounced (111) crystallographic orientation and coherent

strain at tCo � 10 Å. The use of resistive TaOx eliminates the

conductive current shunt path through the buffer layer and

increases the maximum tCo at which the ML remains out-of-

plane magnetized. Compared to conventional Co/Pt ML

stacks, we expect the current spin polarization and the per-

formance of current-driven mangetic memory devices to be

improved in these optimized TaOx/Pt(Co/Pt)3 films.
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